Netsurit Azure Done Right - Migration

There’s the cloud. And there’s the cloud done right.

One of the primary benefits of migrating to cloud computing
services is that you can expand the efficiency and efficacy of your IT
investment whilst cutting costs at the same time.

But only if you do it right.
There are a host of offerings that promise you “easy” migration to the cloud, but very few that combine a deep expertise
in the technology with a thorough understanding of your business challenges. Netsurit is a leading Microsoft Azure
partner with a professional services team that can help you design a customized cloud computing platform that will
take your business to new heights, without costing you the earth.
Migrating to the Cloud should not be a question
of if, but when.

It’s time to migrate to the Cloud when you:
•

While traditional server-desktop infrastructure is still
valuable, it is fast becoming redundant, as many

Have on-premise hardware infrastructure that
needs replacement.

•

software packages are demanding a single server

Have growing or fluctuating infrastructure
demands.

for peak application performance. With traditional

•

Have outgrown your current IT infrastructure

infrastructure, the costs of hardware, software and

•

Need enhanced security for your data and

maintenance add up fast. An upfront investment
in virtualisation and cloud computing can facilitate

sensitive information
•

continued growth with very little additional expense
in the long run.

Want to avoid large Cap Ex or costs for on
premise infrastructure

•

Want cost-effective disaster recovery strategies

Introducing Microsoft Azure.
Azure is a comprehensive set of cloud computing services created by Microsoft for building, testing, deploying, and
managing IT applications and services. It provides infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and supports many different
programming languages, tools and frameworks, including both Microsoft-specific and third-party software and
systems. Today, hundreds of thousands of companies and governments around the world and no less than 90% of
Fortune 500 businesses run on Azure.

Azure Done Right.

Developed by Netsurit, Azure Done Right is a predefined set of planning and
migration procedures and tools to assist you in the successful migration of
workloads to Microsoft Azure Infrastructure-asa- service (Iaas) with minimum risk
and disruption.
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ENVISION

Azure Done Right comprises a tightly-knit group of skilled consultants renowned
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ASSESS

for their ability to deliver quality services on time and on budget. They assist in the
identifying of key areas of risk, and opportunities for improving the performance
and accessibility of critical business functions, as well as helping to mitigate risk,
maximise performance and invoke robust processes that ensure success well
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DESIGN

into the future.
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DEPLOY

Success story:
Challenge:
An existing on-premise hardware installation was becoming dated and in need of
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OPTIMISE

replacement. The company did not want to reinvest in new servers and wanted
to move IT infrastructure costs from Cap Ex to Op Ex. What’s more, the migration
needed to be done with minimum risk of business disruption.
Solution:
A comprehensive assessment of existing workloads was undertaken. Workloads that could be cost-effectively migrated
to Azure were identified. With the help of Netsurit, we performed a phased migration with minimum disruption. All
workloads were evaluated prior to migration and optimized once the exercise was completed.

The Netsurit difference.
At Netsurit, our mantra is “supporting the dreams of doers.” This may sound a little unusual for an Information
Technology company, but we see IT as the toolbox almost every businessperson relies on each day as they work
towards achieving their goals and aspirations.

We

passionately support the idea that we are enablers of an
ecosystem that helps our partners, our customers and our
own teams to realize and actualize their full potential. At
the end of the day, we believe it’s the dreamers with the
right tools to do things who will change the world for good.
For more information contact our professional services
department at solutions@netsurit.com

